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SRCAPPlO6g D.EI.Ed

[1 units)

KGN College
Elementary

Education,

Nalgonda,

Telangana

Title deed is only a photocopy. It should
at least be signed in ink by the Sub_
Registrar.

3. LUC & EC are in order,
4. BP is in order. Built up area shown is

2836 sq mts.
5, BCC is in order. Built up area shown of

1890 sq mts is adequate for D.El.Ed

[1 unit).
6. FDRs are given only for Rs B lakhs. FDRs

are required for Rs 4lakhs more.

7.1. Faculty list is approved by SCERT.

7.2.We need 1 +8. But, SCERT Telangana has
been proposing 1 +7 .We had accepted
this wherever the principal has
experience in perspective and can be
combined wth Lect, (pers.). We have not
accepted combining principal with Lect
(Pedagogy) because that will require the
Principal to go for Supervise practice
Teaching which he may not able to do.

7.3.ln this case, they have given a Iist of 1 +
1+ 4 +2 on the understanding that the
Principal will also function as Lect
(Pedogogy. Socl.Sc). This is not
acceptable. They will have to appoint
one Lect [Scl.Sc) in the pedagogy Group,

7.4.The others are in order.

8. Permission for shifting can be considered
only after this deficiency is removed.

9. Issue SCN accordingly.
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SRCAPP546 D.EI.Ed

[1 unit)

A.P. College of
Elementary

Education, Medah
Telangana

This is a shifting case of B.Ed [Z units) A
D.El.Ed [1 unitJ.
Originally they wanted to shift to the
outskirts of Duddeda. Now they want to
shift both the programmes to a locality
in Narayanked.

The title deed is only a photo copy. At
least the certification by the Sub-
Registrar should be in ink in orginal.
LUC & EC are in order.
BP & BCC are in order. Built up area of
3600 sq mts is adequate for B,Ed [2
units) and D.El.Ed (1 unit).
FDRs are required in original, in joint
account, with a 5 year validity @ Rs 12
lakhs for each programme,
Faculty lists are seen,

B.Ed (2 units)

7.7. (i). They have not given a new Iist giving
the latest position. They have just given
a copy of the old list.

[ii) For B.Ed [2 units) we need a Iist of 1 +15.
They have given a list of only L +6.

D.El.Ed [1unit)

7.2. (i). We need 1 +8. But, they have given a
list of 1 +7.

[ii) Principal is shown to take classes as Lect
(Political Science) in pedagogy Group.
This is not acceptable because as Lect

[Political Sci.) he will be required to
Supervise Practice Teaching which he
may not be able to do.

APSOO39B B.Ed

[2 units)

A.P. College of
Education Medak,

Telangana
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[iii) The Lect [MathsJ must have MSc., M.Ed.
The qualification proposed of MSc+B.Ed +

5 year experience is not acceptable. Such
an arrangement is allowed only in the
Pers. Group. Therefore, the Lect. (Maths)
is under qualified. Inform them that all
new recruitments in programmes
B.El.Ed., B.Ed., BA.B,Ed., and BSc.B.Ed.,
shall conform to the requirements
introduced by the amendment to the
Regulation made on 9.6.17.

Permission for shifting can be considered
only after these deficiencies are removed.

B. Issue SCN accordingly.

27 APS00375 B.Ed Jayamukhi
of
Education,

Warangal,

Telangana

College

Teacher
AP 7. This is a case of shifting B,Ed [Z units).

The deficiencies in the Faculty list have
been removed.
We had pointed out the deficiencies in
Oct.1,7. At that time, we were not aware
of the 9.6.17 amendment. All cases of
Faculty recruitment were cleared
without reference to any amendment.
That being so, it is not being raised here
also. Otherwise, hundreds of cases will
have to be reopened giving rise to
endless Iitigation.
Issue Ratification for shifting without
permission
Issue a fresh FR for B.Ed (2 units) at ttre 

I

new address. 
I

Inform the University. 
I

Correct our records accordingly 
I

Z.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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APS02056 B.Ed

[1 unit)

Karnataka College

of Education, ,

Bidar, Karnataka

1,. This is a case of shifting B.Ed (1 ,rit) &
D.El.Ed [1 unit).

Z. Title is clear.

3. LUC & EC are in order.

4.1. The BP now given is not legible, Ask for
a clear BP.

4.2.Original Blue print of the Bp, approved
by the Competent Authority, is required
to cross-check sy.nos and built_up area
permitted.

5.1. BCC is approved only by a Consulting
Engineer. It should be approved by a
goW. engineer.

5.2. In BCC, type of roofing is not mentioned.
Built up area appears to be inadequate.

6. FDRs are required in original, in joint
account, with a 5- year validity @ RslZ
Iakhs per programme.

7. Latest Faculty lists have to be given.

L Issue SCN accordingly

APS00620 B.Ed

[2 units)

Kunjukrishnan
Nadar Memorial
Training College,
Thiruvananthapur
am, Kerala

1.. This is an RPRO case of B.Ed (2 units).
2. In RPRO case, it is very essential for

TEIs to give an Affidavit affirming
adherence to the 2014 Regulations.

3. They have not yet submitted the
affidavit inspite of a SCN from us in Nov
201.5.

4. We can not wait indefinitely for their
Affidavit.

5. Withdraw recognition for B.Ed [2 units)
w.e.f.20L6-17.
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6. Inform the University.
7. Close the file

30 APSOBT9B B.Ed

[2 units)

Padmavathy

Ammal College of
Education,

Thanjavur, Tamil
Nadu

7. This is an RPRO case of B.Ed (2 units).
2. In RPRO case, it is very essential for

TEIs to give an Affidavit affirming
adherence to the 2014 Regulations.

3. They have not yet submitted the
affidavit inspite of a SCN from us in Nov
2075.

4. We can not wait indefinitely for their
Affidavit.

5. Withdraw recognition for B.Ed (2 units)
w.e.f.Z0L6-17.

6. Inform the University.
7. Close the file.

APSO3B65 D.T.Ed Thirumalai
Teacher Training
Institute,
Kancheepuram,

TamilNadu

1,. They have requested for Closure.
2. They have completed all the formalities.
3. Their request is accepted.

4. Issue a formal order accordingly.
5. Withdraw recognition for D.El.Ed

(1 unit) w.e.f. 2018-19.
6. Inform SCERT.

7. Return FDRs, if any.
8. Close the file.

APSOB228 B.P.Ed

1 Unit
St. fohn The
Baptists College of
Education,

Kottayam, Kerala

7. They were given FR for B.Ed., M Ed, arxf
B.P.Ed.

2. They were interested in continuing with
B.Ed & M.Ed. Therefore, they gave the
mandatory RPRO Affidavit to continue
under 2014 Regulations.

3. They did not give the Affidavit for BpEd

[1 unit) because, for want of sufficient
enrolment, they did not wish to
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continue with B.p,Ed [1 unit),
4. In the circumstance, withdraw

recognition issued for B.p.Ed (1 unit).
5. Inform the University concerned.
6. Return the FDRs, if any.
7. Close the B.p.Ed file.

APS03461 B.Ed

[2 units)

Servite College of
Education, Karur,
Tamil Nadu

This is a RPRO shifting c"r" of B-Ed
[2 units) & D.El.Ed (1 unit).
Title is clear.
LUC & EC are in order.
BP is in order.
BCC is in order. But, built-up area is
inadequate for B.Ed [2 unitsJ & D.El,Ed

[1 unitJ
6. Faculty Iist position :

6.L. B.Ed (2 units)

ti) We need 1 +15. They have given a list
of1 +15.

(ii) The list is only a photocopy. We need it
in original.

(iiiJ Principal [1), Asst profs (4) in
Pers.Group, Asst prof [pA), Asst prof
[FA) and, Asst. prof [phy.Ed) are in
order.

(iv) They have 8 Asst. profs in pedagogy

Group. Asst prof [Commerce) and Asst.
Prof [Computer Sci.) are not
recognised positions in the
Methodology Group. They have to be
changed.

[v) Consequently, 2 new Asst. profs in any
of the approved subjects in the
Methodology Group have to be
appointed.

(vi) AII new recruitments must conform to

Members: Prof. M.S. Lalithamma,
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the 9.6.77 amendment.
6.2. D.El.Ed (1unit)

[i) The list given is the same as the one
submitted at the time of FR in 2012.

[ii) Going by the DOBs given in the list,
most of the Faculty Members have
gone for beyond the retirement age !,

They should give a fresh Faculty list
duly approved by the SCERT.

7. Issue SCN accordingly.

APSO6282 B.Ed

(2 units)
College, Ranga
reddy, Telangana

This is a RPRO shifting case of B-Ed

[2 units) & D.El.Ed [ 1 Unit).
Title is not still clear.
LUC is in order.
BP & BCC are in order. Built-up area is
adequate.

5. FDRs are not given. Can be collected at
the time of VT Inspection.

6.1.The Faculty List for B.Ed [Z units) is not
approved. It is only proceedings of the
Selection Committee.

6.2.The Faculty list for D.El.Ed [1 unit) is
given. It is the same list that was given
in 2072. They have given a list of 1 +7
on the understanding that the principal
will also work as Lect [Scl.Sc.). This is
not acceptable because as Lect [Scl.Sc.)
in the Pedagogy Group he will be
required to Supervise practice Teaching
which he may not be able to find time
for. They must appoint a new Lect

[Scl.Sc.J in the Pedagogy Group.
6.3. AII new recruitments for B.Ed must

conform to the 9.6.L7 amendment.
7. The issue relating to ' mortgage with

Members: Prof. M.S. Lalithamma,
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Corporation Bank' has not been
satisfactorily explained. They have
explained it away by saying that they
have acquired title through a third
party. But, it is not clear how the third
party acquired title to the land that was
mortgaged with the Corporation Bank.
They should explain the whole process
more clearly.

B. Issue SCN accordingly.

APS00461 B.Ed

[2 units)

Mercy College

Teacher

Education,

Kozhikode, Kerala

1,. This is a RPRO case of B.Ed ( Z Unrts).

2.1. Records show that the lands are leased
to Shri. A.M. Gopalan. There is no
provision for Sub-leasing. It has to be
explained how Shri. Gopalan has sub_
leased it to the College.

2.2.The lease is specifically for the period of
Sh.Gopalan's life-time or till he cases to
be the Trust's representative. How does
the college say that the Trust will
continue to retain lease hold right is not
clear.

3. It is not correct to say that after 2008 the
Trust has title to the land. Shri. Gopalan
had no authority to sub-lease the land. In
other words, even today, the Trust or the
College does not have title to the land.
But, what is relevant is whether on the
date of application they had the title, The
answer is'No'.

4. LUC & EC are given.

IrPjlryot legible. Obtain a legible copy. Not

Members: Prof. M.S. Lalithamma,
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approved by Competent authority.

6. BCC is given. It is in order. The tin_roof
area falls outside the area earmarked for
the College.

7. The possession Certificate issued by the
Tahsildar is not relevant. The focus is on
'title' .

B. The built-up area position will be cross-
checked with BCC and Bp after
presentation of a legible copy of Bp.

9. Faculty list is still to be submitted. Draw
their attention to tbe 9.6.1,7 amendment
to the Regulations.

10. Issue SCN accordingly.

APS07300 B.Ed

(2 units)

Pasha Educational
Training Institute,
Hyderabad,

Telangana

1. This is a RPRO case of B.Ed [2 units).
2. LUC is still not given. Even Urban areas

have Master Plans segregating areas for
different purposes like Residential,
Commercial, Industrial, etc. The
Municipal Commissioner will ordinarily
give this certification and approve the
BP.

3.1.Faculty list is given. We need a list of 1

+15. They have given a list of 1 +15.
3.2. Principal, appointe d in 2002, is qualified.
3.3.They have not shown the Faculty

Groupwise. Although they have the total
number of 1 + 15, in the absence of
Groupwise segregation, it is not possible
to conclude where is the excess and
where is the shortage. They should
clariff.

Members: Prof. M.S. Lalithamma,
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3.4.One Asst. Prof IFAJ is required-
4. Issue SCN accordingly.

APS03773 B.Ed

[2 units)

Srinidhi College of
Education,

Rangareddy,

Telangana

1. This is a RpRO case of shifting ;f B-Ed
(2 units).

2. All requirements have been met. Only
the Faculty list remains to be examined.

3. We need a list of 1 +15. They have given
a list of 1 +15.

4. Principal's Ph.D degree is added as an
entry in ink. Certificate for the ph.D

degree is also not given.
5. All 4 Asst. Profs in persp. Are in order.
6. In the Pedagogy Group there is an Asst.

Pro[, with M,Com. qualification. This
qualification is not admissible. He is not
eligible. The other 7 Asst profs are in
order.

7. Asst Profs [pA, FA, and phy,Ed) are in
order.

8. There is however, on rider. All the
recruitments must conform to the 9.6.1,7
amendment.

9. Issue SCN accordingly.

4P507776 B.Ed

(2 units)

Amar College of
Education,

Srikakulam,

Andhra Pradesh

7. The agenda is not properly p.erented-
2.1.Decisions taken in the last meeting have

been presented as deficiencies pointed
out.

2.2.There is also some discrepancy between
the agenda note & the MIS printout.

3. The Faculty list is not in NCTE format. ,

Professional course' has not been
precisely identified.

4. Resubmit properly.
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APS02132 B.Ed

(1 unit)
Grama Bahrathi
Vidya Samsthe,

Mandya,

Karnataka

L. This is a RpRO case of snifting g_Ed (z
units) & D.El.Ed [1 unit).

2. BP now given is not approved by
Competent authority.

3. Faculty list is still not given, They are
waiting for University approval. Give
time till 30.6.18.

4. FDRs are required in original, in joint
account, with a 5 year validity, @ Rs 1"2

lakhs per programme

APSO22B3 I,S.S. Institute of
Education,

Chamrajanagar,
Karnataka

1. They have still not given the Raculty list
in the prescribed form.

Z. Only a letter from the Registrar is given.
It will not suffice.

3. Give further time till 30.6.18

APSO19B1 B.Ed

(2 units)
V.M.Lingaiah

College of
Education,

Mandya,
Karnataka

1, They have still not complied with all tt e
points raised by us.

2. Obviously, there has been some
ambiguity in communication.

3. This is a shifting case. And, they are
giving documents/information
regarding the old site L

4. They have asked for more time. Give
time till 3L.T.LB

APS03073 D.Ed-AI

(1unit)
SVP Mahila
Vidyapeeta
Teacher Training
Institute for
Women, Dharwad,
Karnataka

1. The SRC or feven) SRO has no
instructions in this matter.

2. All work relating to shift from NAAC to
QCI are being handled directly by NCTE

tHQ],
3. We are not aware of any advice

regarding stoppage of aid and
consequent stoppage ofsalary to staff of
the Institution.

4. Request the DSCERT Karnataka to

Members: Prof. M.S. Lalithamma,
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appropriately redress the grievance of
this Vidyapeetha.

APSOTOBO B.Ed-AI

[2 units)

St.Thomas College
of Teacher
Education,

Kottayam, Kerala

1,. They have not yet given the- RIRO
mandatory Affidavit. Ask them to
submit without waiting for other
actions,

2. They had a B.Ed programme with an
intake of 150. Subsequently, an addl.
intake of 10 was approved making it a
total of 160.

3. They were given a RPRO in 2015-16 for
B.Ed (1 unit) under the ZO14
Regulations.

4. They have requested that their intake
capacity may be reduced from 150 to
50.

5.1.1. We can first reduce it from 160 to
150 by withdrawing the FR given
for B.Ed-AI [10 students).

5.1,.2. Thereafter, we can reduce it from
L50 to 50 by amending the FR
issued earlier for 150 students on
6.1.2.2006.

6. AII these changes can be further
considered only after they give the 

Iaffidavit. I

7. Issue SCN accordingly.

SRCAPP2241 B.P.Ed

1 Unit
Lakshmibai

National College
of Physical
Education,
Thiruvananthapur
am, Kerala

1. In accordance with the Appellate ord",l
a decision was taken by us in the 359*,
meeting on 17-18 May 18 to grant FR
for B.P.Ed [1 unit).

2. While recording the decision
unfortunately, it was stated as

Members: Prof. M.S. Lalithamma,
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3. "Revalidate " the earlie. ae.isio, trt en
to issue FR for D.El.Ed [1 unit) w.e.f.
20L7-78.

4. This is an obvious error on the face of
the record. We acknowledge this clerical
error with regret ; and, review our
decision to correct it as ,, Revalidate the
earlier decision taken to issue FR for
B.P.Ed [1 unit) w.e.f.ZOt7_1,8

A Ietter dated
1.5.18 received on
04,05.2018 from
NCTE Hqrs.

1,. According to the proceduie knowffi
us, this proposal for 4 years Bp,Ed
Innovative Degree course has to be
considered by the NCTE [HQ), in
consultation with the Standing
Committee on Innovative programmes,

for development of curriculum. There
after, the RC concerned will have to
develop norms and standards w.r.t. the
curriculum.

2. Based on this understanding, these
papers may be returned to NCTE IHQJ
for appropriate further action.

SRCAPP2OB Sri Datta College

of Physical

Education,

Kurnool,
Andhra Pradesh

1,. They have requested fo. p-rmGsion to
close down the BpEd [1 unit). Infact,
w.e.f. 201.6-1,7, they have on their own
shut it down for want of enrolment.

2. They have not completed the
formalities. Ask them to submit NOC
from the affiliating University and a NO
Dues Certificate from the staff if they are
still there. Otherwise they should give
an Affidavit to say that there are no staff
and there are no dues.

3. Thereafter, issue a formal order
accepting their request for permission
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to close down.
4. Thereafter, withdraw the recognition

given for B.p.Ed [1 unit).
5. Inform the University.
6. Close the file after all action is

completed.
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